
LOGOGRAMS WRITING A LETTER

A writing system is a method of visually representing verbal communication. While both writing In the alphabetic
category, a standard set of letters represent speech sounds. In a syllabary, each .. While most languages do not use
wholly logographic writing systems, many languages use some logograms. A good example.

It was borrowed from Ethiopian languages as a linguistic term by Peter T. Both English and French
orthography are more complicated than that; character combinations are often pronounced in multiple ways,
usually depending on their history. Syllabograms, hence syllabaries, are pure, analytic or arbitrary if they do
not share graphic similarities that correspond to phonic similarities, e. In addition, the undecoded Cretan
Linear A is also believed by some to be a syllabic script, though this is not proven. In earlier times, greater
phonetic freedom was generally allowed. John DeFrancis claimed that students who knew a thousand
characters could guess from the phonetic elements and context how to 'spell out' many further characters. Take
Han characters in ancient China for example, no matter fro Advantages and disadvantages[ edit ] Separating
writing and pronunciation[ edit ] The main difference between logograms and other writing systems is that the
graphemes are not linked directly to their pronunciation. Because of this, kanji and hanja are sometimes
described as morphographic writing systems. This writing format is horizontal and reads from left to right, as
in English. The characters always look the same because they are not altered by any added inflections. They
are therefore sometimes referred to as logosyllabic. It is evident that there is a difference in how homophones
are processed in logographic and alphabetic languages, but whether the advantage for processing of
homophones in the logographic languages Japanese and Chinese is due to the logographic nature of the
scripts, or if it merely reflects an advantage for languages with more homophones regardless of script nature,
remains to be seen. By BCE Egyptian writing Instead, these transient systems serve as signals. As logographic
writing systems use a single symbol for an entire word, a syllabary is a set of written symbols that represent or
approximate syllables , which make up words. Linear writing systems are those in which the characters are
composed of lines, such as the Latin alphabet and Chinese characters. No effect of phonologically related
context pictures were found for the reaction times for reading Chinese words. The first move to start
representing speech was the trick of extending written vocabulary by using pictures or existing hieroglyphics
to express how a word was spoken, with 'rebuses' e. Author: Jerry Norman. However, Europeans who have
been employed to teach English to kindergartners think that the success may be due to the children's
remarkably hard work and solemn dedication, rather than to any facility from the script itself. Also,
combinations of characters are sometimes used mainly for their phonetic values to represent proper nouns e.
More productive for the Chinese script were the two "compound" methods, i. In South Korea, middle and high
school students study 1, to 2, Chinese characters, but most people use Hangul almost exclusively in their daily
lives. Improvisational characters lit. Likewise, alphabetic and syllabic scripts frequently make some use of
logograms and logographic values. However, most of these are rarely used, and well-educated people
generally know only about 5, This would be incorrect because the second character could be used separately.
This earliest Chinese script shows that in its earliest history, Chinese writing was based on pictures.
Consequently, Unicode was developed as a means of allowing computers to deal with the full range of
characters used by human languages.


